Improve Collections & Operational Efficiencies

XiConnect Boot Camp

XIFIN’s XiConnect Boot Camp for XIFIN RPM is an invaluable opportunity to maximize the
value of your investment in revenue cycle optimization. With targeted XIFIN best practices,
workflow recommendations and automation opportunities, along with hands-on business
intelligence, this boot camp will help your organization quickly maximize revenue, optimize
reimbursements, and ensure use of all available workflow efficiencies.

XiConnect Boot
Camp participants
average 4% higher
collections than
clients who do not
participate.

Path to Success
The XiConnect Boot Camp is a two-and-a-half-day intensive workshop at XIFIN
headquarters in San Diego, California. It’s ideal for clients and their team members
who have been using XIFIN RPM for six months or more.
Participation in the boot camp will enhance your financial and billing management
team’s knowledge of the accounts receivable (A/R) and revenue cycle management
data flow within XIFIN RPM and the reporting available through XIFIN Business
Intelligence (BI).

Boot Camp Topics

• Review of XIFIN RPM data flow &
core concepts

Gain Necessary Tools

• Fine tune RPM system configuration
to ensure XIFIN best practices

• Focus on error processing & XIFIN

• Streamline daily operations through

• Utilizing the XIFIN RPM billing

• Leverage XIFIN Business Intelligence

• Structuring daily operations

• Maximize your Return on Investment

best practices

management checklist to close
revenue gaps

• Business Intelligence hands on
tailoring instruction

• Getting the most out of XIFIN RPM
EOM financial data

the use of XIFIN automation

reports to successfully monitor your
revenue cycle

Hear from a XiConnect Boot Camp Participant
XiConnect Boot
Camp for XIFIN RPM
is a private session
for your team only.
This allows for candid
discussion on your
specific successes
and challenges.
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XIFIN’s XiConnect Boot Camp provided our team with three imperatives,
which were critical to a revenue department that has just experienced a key change
in leadership. First, the opportunity to learn the fundamental hierarchies and
internal protocols that are driving the background of our revenue cycle. Second,
a thorough guide to managing our A/R in the most holistic and yet efficient
manner possible via the Billing Management Checklist and the accompanying and
recommended BI reporting tools. Finally, a series of process recommendations that
were tailored to our unique A/R challenges, culminating in a roadmap for our team
that I believe our team absolutely can accomplish, and once we do, I’m certain we
will emerge a stronger and more solid department as a result. I offer a sincere thank
you, for the support and commitment to assisting our team with such a significant
step in our development.
Nicole Kerr
Director of Revenue Services
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